
Dear Hr. laugere, 	 7/7/96 
Last week I was home ffom four weeks if hospitalization. The end of liarch 

and early April I was hospitalized for two weeks. The diagnosis include congestive 

heart failure, ineffociAlt kidney funtion and high block pressure, all new to me. 

But it has left me weaker, less able, and for several years it has been impossible 
for me to use most of my records, which are in our basement. That is whete my Garrison 
and °liver Stone records are. And I have no help, as you seem to believe, other than 
my wife who also suffers playeical disabilities that preclude her use of those stairs, 
toe. 5o, it ie not poeoible for me to retrieve from either of these files. I 

however, try to respond to any caltions you may ask about either. 

Hy recollection ie also not as good as it once was so I do not recall what 

I have written about that combo in Ineide he JIM Assassination  indstry.A friend, 
Dr. Dennis IbeDonald, sociology, 5t. 	College, Hanchester, 	is retyping 

that lengthy me. that had been begun by a ebod student. If ht has passed *hat part 
perhaps he can provide you with copies from the diskette. Tt would be uncorrected 
and it was written in haste. 

I had been promised a coepelete retyping of Case eeen but that is not 
what I got. liy copy of the rgugh draft is likewise not accessible to me now and 
the diskette I have was somehow altered when it was converted to a different --)om-

VII& system. However, if my recolledlion is correct, I did give Dr. GeraIfiGinocchip, 
also sociology, Wofford Coleoge, Spartanburg, SC. a copy and he did print it out 

with a copy to Dennis. They are close friends and collaboratrs.)N a copy of your 

letter we'll learn if what they have is close to the complete printout that was in 

fact never domplete althoueh the copy of it I have and cannot get to is more than 
ilj0 pages. 

Wow on the 51aw trial transcripts, which I also cannot not copy for you, 
and I think eee mean Finck's testimony, you can o bw got that free or close to free. 

E_tch of us is entitled under the 1V92 ect for the coiTin,-; of 100 pagee from the JFK. 
assassination archive free free the national archiveu. 	mean you can eet 109 page, 
Ourfo can bet another 1e0 pgaees, eech e youistudent can get 100 pages, etc., 
but each would have to 11250 a page for each ,age over 1e(). The address is 8601 
Adelphi acy,a, College Park, id) 20746 (perhaps' eU/40)-6001. Ramona Branch there is 

Assassination Access 	I'm told she' is helpful. They do have the Garri- 
sen transcripts, I believe. 

Stone, of course, had a right to say : ,,nythin4; he wanted to say but he had 
no right to lie at the outset and toll the 	he w uld record their history for 

them and tell them who killed their Preeident, why and 'we' based oN the garrison 
fhbrications and Nr

a  
es' fantasies. Ao I told hie at comet length two month before Ile 

A 



sUrted shooting.If he did not know earlier ate knew the truth then.' did not steal 

that copy of the script, a:3 he sold, making that up, too. It was a Copy he had given 

someone that was given to me. And with all those supposed subject-matter experts, 

including hie script co-author who'd. berm `'-arrison's editor for On the Trail of 

the Assasoin)(the one trail Garrison never took, ales)iltav their ignoranceof 

the beo4cnown fact was astoundiiv and visible in the script. 

I hope that the diskette Ginocchio has :LE reasonable complete and if not 

might b reasonablg helpful Ltnyway. 

If idler° is any error in the chock my Afe will enclose a correction. I 

think you di4nOt include Prime-Up, ahich is on the King case. It has a little about 

the JFK case, the early [art of the "ilteer story, inclduing all of the transcript 

the kid 	 .paiice had and a feu FBI reports. 

Sorry I can't be more helpful. 

Best wishes, 

Harold Weisberg 

2rom yilir check you soon to fl-t Frame-Up. It is enclosed. 
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June -A  8, 1996 

Dear Mr. Weisberg: 

Hello! I hope you and your wire are doing well, all things being equal. Please 
give her my regards. 

Community college student response to your work in my classes has been 
worthy of videotaping, if that were my style. Almost uniformly they are first 
stunned, if not shocked, at the content of your research and writing. Perhaps 
most notable is the reaction of foreign students. They are amazed! I have 
enjoyed breaking new ground with them and believe it is safe to say their effort to 
come to grips with this part of our country's history will continue throughout their 
adult lives. 

Over the course of the past year and a half, I have tried to motivate some of my 
high school students to begin reading your and other authors' works regarding 
the president's murder and cover-up, as well as the summary volume of the 
Warren Commission, as a way to establish a basis for a posthumous mock trial 
for Lee Oswald. 

In the main, they have responded enthusiastically. Almost always, the lead 
prosecuting and defense attorneys demonstrate real spirit in their roles. One of 
my ablest students, motivated by the belief Oswald was guilty, prepared herself 
for the role of lead prosecutor by researching Whitewash: The Report On The 
Warren Report and the summary volume of The Warren Commission Report. 
The result, however, was the same verdict as in all the other classes: Oswald, 
not guilty. All juries had to declare after the trials the essential basis for their 
verdicts: unanimously, it was not enough direct evidence to find Oswald guilty. I 
don't know how many other American highschoolers are getting this type of 
experience in the curriculum, but I am glad to say mine are. 

This semester I have switched the focus from "legal proceedings" to popular 
entertainment and the beginning of a lengthy research project centered around 
analyzing, "JFK, The Film: How Much Fact, How Much Dramatic License?" I read 
with real interest your comments regarding Stone's "JFK," on page 156 of Never 
Again! Have you incorporated this letter with the attached proof into the files you 
make available to researchers? If yes, would it be possible for one of the people 
who assist you to xerox a copy, charge me, and mail to my office? 
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Furthermore, I would appreciate your doing the same in regard to a copy of the 
Clay Shaw trial transcript and the 75% of Case Open that Carroll and Graf did not 
publish. 	I do hope this is possible because I am keenly interested in 
incorporating their content into my course materials. 

In closing, I would like to buy another complete set of your books and am 
requesting your signature and a date on each one of them. I've enclosed a 
check for $96.46. If more than that is owed, please forward how much; if less, 
establish a credit for me in your records. I may very well be purchasing yet 
another complete set if the Broward County School Board doesn't buy them per 
my request of approximately one year ago. If they don't purchase, then I will 
personally donate this particular set to the Cooper City High School Library. 

Thank you for your time and consideration of the above requests. Take care! 

Sincerely, 

Dennis Maugere 
Adjunct Professor 
History and Government 
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